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Abstract

Software Bugs occur for a wide range of reasons. Bug reports can be generated automatically or drafted by user of software. Bug reports can also go with other malfunctions of the software, mostly for the beta or unsteady versions of the software. Most often, these bug reports are improved with user contributed experiences as to know what in fact faced by him/her. Addressing these bugs accounts for the majority of effort spent in the maintenance phase of a software project life cycle. Most often, several bug reports, sent by different users, match up to the same defect. Nevertheless, every bug report is to be analyzed separately and carefully for the possibility of a potential bug. The person responsible for processing the newly reported bugs, checking for duplicates and passing them to suitable developers to get fixed is called a Triager and this process is called Triaging. The utility of bug tracking systems is hindered by a large number of duplicate bug reports. In many open source software projects, as many as one third of all reports are duplicates. This identification of duplicacy in bug reports is time-taking and adds to the high cost of software maintenance. In this dissertation, a model of automated triaging process is proposed based on textual, categorical and contextual similarity features. The contribution of this dissertation is twofold. In the proposed scheme a total of 80 textual features are extracted from the bug reports. Moreover, topics are modeled from the complete set of text corpus using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). These topics are specific to the category, class or functionality of the software. For e.g., possible list of topics for android bug repository might be Bluetooth, Download, Network etc. Bug reports are analyzed for context, to relate them to the domain specific topics of the software, thereby; enhancing the feature set which is used for tabulating similarity score. Finally, two sets are made for duplicates and non-duplicate bug reports for binary classification using Support Vector Machine. Simulation is performed over a dataset of Bugzilla. The proposed system improves the efficiency of duplicacy checking by 15% as compared to the contextual model proposed by Anahita Alipour et.al. The system is able to reduce development cost by improvising the duplicity checking while allowing at least one bug report for each real defect to reach developers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Introduction:

A bug tracking system or defect tracking system is a software application that keeps record of reported software bugs in software development projects. It may be considered as a type of issue tracking system. Most of the bug tracking systems [1], such as those used by many open source software projects, allows end-users to enter bug reports directly. Other systems are used only inside a company or organization involved in doing software development. In general bug tracking systems are integrated with other Software Project Management applications.

The database of reports is critical for many software projects as it describes both bugs that need to be fixed and the new features to be added. Open source software projects typically have a bug repository that allows both developers and users to post problems encountered with the software, suggesting of possible enhancements, and commenting upon existing bug reports. Many popular open source projects get vast number of bug reports [2]. For most of the complex software, more bugs are reported than can be easily handled. Each report needs to be triaged, by a person, known as triager [3], to determine if reports are meaningful and if it does, it must be assigned to an suitable developer for further handling. Moreover, one of the most important task of triager is to identify bug reports if these are duplicates of some previously submitted report related to some still-uncovered bug. In large projects where there are thousands of reports to search through, identifying duplicate bugs can be an expensive task. The use of a bug repository can improve the development process in a number of ways:

1) It allows the evolution of the project to be tracked by knowing how many reports are outstanding.

2) It allows developers who are geographically distributed to communicate about project development.
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3) It enables approaches to determine which developers have expertise in different areas of the product.
4) It can help improve the quality of the software produced, and
5) It can provide visibility to users about the status of problem reports.

The bug repository can thus provide a location for users, quality assurance teams, developers and managers to engage in a user-integrated development process. However, the use of a bug repository also has a cost. Developers can become overwhelmed with the number of reports submitted to the bug repository.

Each report is triaged to determine if it describes a valid problem and if so, how the report should be categorized for handling through the development process. When developers are overwhelmed by reports, there are two effects. The first is that effort is redirected away from improving the product to managing the project. If a project gets thirty reports a day and it takes five minutes to triage a report, then over two-person hours per day are spent triaging reports. If all of these reports lead to improvement in the code, this might be satisfactory cost to the project. However, for some projects, less than half of submitted reports lead to code improvements. For example, it was found that the Eclipse project had 5515 unproductive reports in 2004 [4].

The second effect is that reports may not be addressed in a timely fashion. If the number of reports that enter the repository is more than can be reasonably triaged within a suitable amount of time for the project, then some reports may languish in the repository as other reports demanding more immediate attention take precedence. For an open-source project where the responsiveness of the development team to the community is often measured by how quickly reports are addressed and the number of outstanding reports, the rate at which reports are triaged can be an important factor in determining how well the project refinement is taking place. For example, Crowston et al. [5] found that a measure of success for an open source project is the rate that users submitted bug reports and participated in project mailing lists. The person who triages the report, should have two goals. The first goal is to have the repository contain the smallest set of best reports for the project. The smallest set of best reports is desirable because reports typically enter the repository from various sources, such as members of a technical support division, other developers, and the user community. Unfortunately, with so many diverse sources of reports, some of the reports are not meaningful. For example, on a large project with many team members, several developers may submit a report describing the same bug. These duplicate reports need to be gathered together so that development effort is not wasted by having two developers solve the same problem. A triager also needs to filter reports that do not adequately enable a bug to be reproduced or that describe a problem whose cause is not the product, but somewhat which is beyond the control of the developers, such as the operating system. Sometimes, a triager also needs to filter the reports that are spam. Finally, a triager may indicate that the problem will not be fixed or that the feature will not be added to the product. Reports meeting any of these criterion must be identified so that development effort can focus on the reports that lead to product improvements. For example, nearly a third of the reports submitted to the Firefox project created between May 2003 and August 2005 were marked as duplicates [6]. One can call triage decisions that result in a report being designated as not meaningful as a repository-oriented decisions.

B. Problem Statement:
Bug Repositories are the systems which manages the bug reports sent by a broad community of users. Usually, the users have different knowledge, skill and vocabulary level to formulate report about a bug. Consequently, a bug tracking system is full of reports many of which are duplicates of each other, and bug triaging is time consuming and error prone. Triagers can become overwhelmed by the number of reports added to the repository. Time spent in triaging also typically diverts valuable resources away from the improvement of the product to the managing of the development process. This Paper identifies the following key problem issues regarding the duplicate bug report retrieval process:

1) Extracting the features from bug reports so that a similarity score between two reports can be established. To perform this task most accurately, three different types of features are extracted namely:
   a) Textual Features
   b) Categorical Features
   c) Domain Specific Contextual Features

A total of 60 textual features are extracted using TF-IDF similarity score. In addition, categorical features are extracted from the relational database table attributes. The contextual feature extraction is done using Latent Dirchlet Allocation (LDA) using topic modeling with the domain Specific Features of the software.

2) Training a Support Vector Machine Classifier to classify incoming bug report as duplicate or non duplicate using Positive and Negative examples to be created from the existing bug repositories.

C. Motivation:
Neither natural language information, nor contextual information is always superior to the other in all cases. In particular, considering both kinds of information can have the following advantages. First, natural language information acquired from the bug description most likely represents the external buggy behavior observed by the bug reporter, while the corresponding contextual information likely records the internal abnormal behavior. Thus, using both kinds of information can make it possible to consider both external and internal behaviors in duplicate-bug-report detection. Second, as descriptions in natural languages often contain uncertainty and imprecision, contextual information, obtained by human triager or automated topic modeling, may help reduce the uncertainty and imprecision in existing duplicate-detection approaches. Moreover, as shown by the examples,
either natural language information or contextual information can be the dominant factor in detecting duplicate bug reports. Thus distinguishing which kind of information is the dominant factor may further facilitate duplicate-bug-report detection.

II. Problem definition

Managing the incoming traffic of new bug reports received in bug repository of a large open source project is a challenging task. Handling these reports manually by developers, consume time and resources which results in delaying the resolution of critical bugs which need to be identified and resolved earlier to prevent major losses in a software project. In this Paper, a machine learning approach is presented to develop a bug priority recommender which automatically assigns an appropriate priority level to newly arrived bugs, so that they are resolved in order of importance and an important bug is not left untreated for a long time. The proposed approach is based on the classification technique, for which Support Vector Machine based classifier is used. Experimental evaluation of duplicacy checking using precision and recall measures reveals the feasibility of proposed approach for automatic bug triaging.

Many researchers have approached the bug report duplication problem using off-the-shelf information-retrieval tools, such as BM25F used by Sun Microsystems. In this work, the state of the art vector space model is extended by investigating how contextual information, relying on the prior knowledge of software quality, system-development (Latent Dirichlet Allocation [7]) topics and software architecture can be exploited to improve bug report duplicacy checking.

In this work, a new approach is proposed for improving the accuracy of detecting duplicate bug reports of a software system. This approach exploits domain knowledge to improve bug-report checking for duplicates. The knowledge of the software product is exploited to find the context of the reports. This is because the bug reports are likely to refer to software qualities, Software dictionaries and word lists, exploited by prior research, are used to extract the context implicit in each bug report. This context is software specific and the topics of two software may be entirely different. For example, topics of VLC player might list recording, zooming, crash etc., while topics of Mozilla might include download manager and history-tab. Comparison is done between the contextual word lists in the bug reports and new features are recorded, in addition to the primitive textual and categorical features of the bug reports, such as description, priority, component, type etc. Thus, the proposed work extends the number of features that can be extracted from bug reports, and thereby provides a similarity score, much more accurate as compared to one obtained through only textual or categorical analysis. These features are used to train the SVM creating positive and negative examples. The effectiveness of our contextual bug triaging method is demonstrated on the bug repository of the Android ecosystem using R statistical package.

III. Proposed work

As the vast collective knowledge continues to be digitized and stored—in the form of news, blogs, video, Web pages, scientific articles, books, images, sound, and social networks—it becomes more difficult to find and discover what we are looking for. New computational tools are needed to help organize, understand and search these vast amounts of information. Right now, working with online information using two main tools—search and links is employed. Keywords are typed into a search engine and set of documents is found related to them. Documents in that set are looked upon, possibly navigating to other linked documents. This is a influential way of interacting with our online archive, but something is missing. Imagine searching and exploring documents based on the themes that run through them. It might need to be “zoom in” and “zoom out” to find specific or broader themes; or might look at how those themes changed through time or how they are connected to each other. Rather than finding documents through keyword search alone, there is a need to first find the theme that one is interested in, and then examine the documents related to that theme.

While more and more texts are available online, Nobody has the power to read and study them to provide the kind of browsing experience described above. In the end, machine learning researchers have developed probabilistic topic modeling, a set of algorithms that aim to discover and explain large archives of documents with thematic information. Topic modeling algorithms are arithmetical methods that analyze the words of the original texts to discover the themes that run through them, how those themes are associated to each other, and how they modify over time.

A. Classification of Duplicate and Non-Duplicate Bug Reports:

Duplicate bug report retrieval can be viewed as an application of information retrieval (IR) technique to the domain of software maintenance, with the intent of improving productivity of software maintenance. In a typical IR system, the user inputs a query and the IR system respond with the list of documents relevant with the given query. In duplicate bug report detection system, the incoming bug report is subjected to detection systems which then respond with a list of potential duplicate bug reports related to the input report. The list should be sorted in a descending order of relevance to the queried bug report.

In this approach, the domain knowledge is exploited, about the software-engineering process in general and the system specifically, to improve bug-report de-duplication. Essentially, rather than naively and exclusively applying information-retrieval (IR) tools, the proposed model takes the advantage of knowledge of the software process and product. The approach is based on the primary hypothesis that bug reports are likely to refer to software qualities, i.e., non-functional requirements (possibly being desired but not met), or software functionalities (linked to architectural components responsible for implementing them). A few
software dictionaries and word lists are used, exploited by prior research, to extract the context implicit in each bug report. The contextual word lists are compared to the bug reports and the comparison results are analyzed as new features for the bug reports, in addition to the primitive textual and categorical features of the bug reports, such as description, priority, type, component etc. proposed in Sun et al. [9] work. Then, this extended set of bug-report features is used to compare bug reports and detect duplicates. Simulations are done using R simulation and the results demonstrate that the use of contextual features improves bug de-duplication performance. The proposed approach is evaluated on a large bug-report data-set from the Android project, which is a Linux-based operating system with several sub-projects. About 37000 Mozilla bug reports are analyzed in simulation. In this research, five different contextual word lists are taken to study the effect of various software engineering contexts on the accuracy of duplicate bug-report detection. These word lists include: Android architectural words, software Non-Functional Requirements words, Android topic words extracted applying Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) method, Android topic words extracted applying Labeled-LDA method, and random English dictionary words (as a control). We indicate that our method results in 16.07% relative improvement in accuracy and an 87.59% relative improvement in Kappa measure (over the baseline). This work makes the following contributions.

1) It proposes the use of domain knowledge about the software process and products to improve bug de-duplication performance.
2) The proposed method along with the textual feature model improves the accuracy of duplicate bug-report detection.
3) The effect of considering different contextual features on the accuracy of bug-report de-duplication is systematically investigated.

B. Proposed Model:

![Proposed Framework of LDA Topic Modeling](image)

Fig. 3.1: shows the framework of the proposed technique.

Figure 3.1 Proposed Framework of LDA Topic Modeling
First phase of processing consists of the following steps:
1) The first step of pre-processing is tokenization. It is the process of breaking a stream of text up into words, symbols, phrases or other meaningful elements called tokens.
2) Removing the stop words from the textual features (title, description and summary) of bug reports using a list of English stop words. These stop words includes I, am, is, are, the, etc.
3) Stemming is the process to reduce words to their ground forms. Thus, the following transformation takes place as a result of stemming operation:
   saving→save, deleted→delete, documents→document etc.

1) **Textual Features:**
A feature extraction process is used to extract the features between duplicate and non duplicate pairs and then these features are provided as input to the SVM learning algorithm to build a suitable discriminative model.

To create positive example, pairing can be done between master and duplicate from the same bucket or two duplicates from the same bucket. To create a negative example, pairing is done between master from one bucket and duplicates from another buckets or two duplicates from different buckets. It is immediately apparent that the number of negative examples is far more than the number of positive examples. However, suitable negative examples can be chosen to keep the number of two examples identical.

Feature engineering and extraction can be done to find the similarity (or dis-similarity) between two reports. Limited features make it hard to differentiate between two contrasting datasets: pairs that are duplicates and pairs that are non-duplicates. Hence a rich enough feature set is needed to make duplicate bug report retrieval more accurate.
Textual similarity can be given in terms of features. A feature is actually the similarity between two bags of words from two reports $R_1$ and $R_2$.

$$f(R_1 \text{ and } R_2) = \text{sim}(\text{words from } R_1, \text{words from } R_2) \quad \text{equation 3.1}$$

The following formula is used as a similarity measurement:

$$\text{sim}(B_1 \text{ and } B_2) = \sum_{w \in B_1 \cap B_2} \text{idf}(w) \quad \text{equation 3.2}$$

$\text{sim}(B_1,B_2)$ returns the similarity between two bags of words $B_1$ and $B_2$. The resemblance is the sum of idf values of all the shared words between $B_1$ and $B_2$. The idf value for each word is computed based on a corpus formed from all the reports in the repository.

Considering a generic format of bug reports consisting of title, description and summary, the f-60 model can be described as shown:

![Fig. 3.2: Pairs of Textual similarity combinations](image)

The Feature (similarity measurement) between two reports can be extracted in the following way:

1. Title to Title
2. Description to description
3. Summery to Summery
4. Description ($R_1$) to Summery ($R_2$)
5. Summary ($R_1$) to Description ($R_2$)
6. Description and summery taken together ($R_1$) - to- Description and summery taken together ($R_2$).
7. Description and summery taken together ($R_1$) to Description ($R_2$).
8. Description and summery taken together ($R_1$) to Summery ($R_2$).
9. Description and summery taken together ($R_2$) to Description ($R_1$).
10. Description and summery taken together ($R_2$) to Summery ($R_1$).

Considering each of the combinations as a separate feature, the total number of different features would be 10. Furthermore, one can compute three types of idf, as the bug repository can form three distinct corpora. One corpus is the collection of all the summaries, one corpus is the collection of all the descriptions, and the other is the collection of all the both (summary+description).

The three types of idf computed within the three corpora, are defined by $\text{idf}^{\text{sum}}$, $\text{idf}^{\text{desc}}$, and $\text{idf}^{\text{both}}$ respectively. The output of function $f$ defined in equation (3.1) depends on the choice of bag of words for $R_1$, the choice of bag of words for $R_2$ and the choice of idf. Considering each of the combinations as a separate feature, the total number of different features would be $10 \times 3$, which is equal to 30. Aside from considering words, bigrams can also be considered. A bigram refers to two consecutive words. With bigrams, considering different combinations of bag of words coming from and idf computed based on summaries, descriptions, or both, there are another 30 features which would then bring the number of features extracted to 60.

2) **Categorical Features:**
A bug tracking system typically consists of the following fields as shown in table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bug Id</td>
<td>Primary key for the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Title of the report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Description of malfunction(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summery</td>
<td>Summary of what had happened (requirements not met)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Status of the Bug report (sorted or pending)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>Which component among several types of products is under consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>Critical, High, Medium, Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Defect, or Undesired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3) **Contextual Features:**
The feature set can be extended using contextual similarity measurements using Latent Dirichlet Allocation by probabilistically finding out the non-functional requirements corresponding to the bug report. The architecture of the proposed model can be depicted in figure 3.3.
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**Fig 3.3: Proposed Architecture for Classification of Duplicates and Non-Duplicate Bug Reports**

After analysis and checking for duplicates, all the reports in the repository are organized into a bucket like structure as illustrated in figure 3.4.

![Data Structure for Proposed System](image)

**Fig. 3.4: Data Structure for Proposed System**
The data structure as described in the figure 3.4 can be considered as a bucket structure with each row representing a bucket. Each bucket consists of a master report and one or more duplicate reports. These duplicate reports are not discarded but are kept attached with the master report so as to provide a complete description of the bug as described by the reports. New reports are classified by the triager as duplicate or non-duplicates and are added to the repository. Duplicate reports are transferred to the buckets corresponding to the master reports whereas new buckets are created corresponding to non-duplicate reports.

Positive and negative examples are created using this bucket structure for training of the support vector machine, which is a linear classifier. Positive examples can be created using a master bug report and its duplicates, or two duplicates from the same bucket. Negative examples can be created using reports from distinct buckets. Thus the number of negative examples fairly exceeds the number of positive examples. Therefore, the negative examples should be chosen suitably to accommodate nearly all the distinct pairs.

In Section 4, results corresponding to Mozilla Firefox bug repository are considered. Topic modeling is done using SVM to model the topics which are non-functional requirements of the software. Textual and categorical features are analyzed along with the semantic features to extend the feature set and to perform triaging more accurately.

IV. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED WORK

A. Bug Repository of Android Applications (Android Issue Tracker):

Few of the records corresponding to the issues reported to the tracking system of Android Play Store are tabulated in table 4.1 shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>title</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Category (DOMAIN SPECIFIC TOPICS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>tethering</td>
<td>FreeNAS is a program to turn a...</td>
<td>Updated to 4.1.2 yesterday on yakju galaxy nexus. Tethering does not work anymore. Devices connect but cannot contact the internet. Blue tooth tethering disconnects almost immediately. Wired and wireless stay connected but don't provide actory flash of 4.1.2 the problem persists.</td>
<td>Printing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>galaxy nexus bluetooth</td>
<td></td>
<td>I can attest that Yakju 4.1.2 update on stock Galaxy Nexus broke radio, bluetooth and wifi. The phone enters airplane mode on its own. The radio loses all telco signal (only recover after a 10 second airplane mode). Bluetooth pretends to connect but the headset is unusable. Wifi that the same issue as bluetooth. All in all, the phone connectivity is in a really poor state. Most people could not reach me today and I had to keep checking the phone the whole day to see if the radio/wifi was still working which it mostly wasn't.</td>
<td>Ui</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corresponding to each of the attributes of the repository depicted above, the frequency of occurrences of important terms can be depicted using wordcloud as shown below.

B. Word Frequency Counts:

The wordcloud depicts a measure of the relative frequency of a word in the text corpus. The size of a word is proportional to its relative (normalized) frequency in the text corpus in comparison to other words. The WordClouds corresponding to title, description, summary and category are depicted in figure 3.1 to fig 3.4 respectively.

![WordCloud for Title Corpus of Android Bug Reports](image)
Fig. 4.2: WordCloud For Summary Corpus of Android Bug Reports

Fig. 4.3: WordCloud for Description Corpus of Android Bug Reports

Fig. 4.4: WordCloud For Category Corpus of Android Bug Reports
On the basis of relative frequency of occurrences of the words in the above specified corpus, the correlation values are depicted as shown in the figure 3.5.

Fig. 4.5: Correlation of Word Frequencies between title and Summery

Fig. 4.6: Correlation of Word Frequencies between Summery and Description

Fig. 4.7: Correlation of Word Frequencies between Category and Description

Support Vector Machine is designed for classification of duplicates and non-duplicates as per the following specifications:

Table 4.2

Parameter Specifications Of SVM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Vector Machine object of class &quot;ksvm&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SV type: C-svc (classification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parameter: cost C = 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear (vanilla) kernel function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Support Vectors: 344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective Function Value: -34210.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training error: 0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The textual feature set can be obtained from tf-idf measure which provides a total of 60 textual features. These features are then combined with 12 categorical features which are typical attributes of any bug repository. The contribution of this work is to augment this feature set of textual and categorical feature sets with contextual features obtained from topic modeling using Latent Dirchlet Allocation.

The feature set for classification of duplicates and non-duplicates, in terms of contextual measures, in the bug repository can be done by creation of positive and negative examples. The positive and negative examples is created from open office repository which consists a total of 10000 records. The illustration of positive and negative examples with a binary classifier is as shown in figure 3.8.
Support Vector Machine can be trained by creating training set from a pre analyzed data set known as the training data set. This training data set provides a means for supervised learning. After training, the SVM can be tested over incoming bug reports to obtain the precision and recall rate measures.

This classification of duplicates in terms of contextual topics can be used to augment the feature set used for the checking of duplicacy in the bug repository. This gives a substantial improvement in the classification of the bug reports related with a particular version of the software.

C. Performance Measures:
The Precision Rate of the Trained SVM of another set of 500 new bug reports is depicted in figure 4.10. The Recall rate of the system is defined as percentage of the relevant results in the repository retrieved as search results in response to a query. Recall rate is used as a measure of effectiveness of the duplicacy checking method. The proposed scheme goes well beyond the recall rates as achieved by anahita alipour et.al as it matches the incoming bug reports to domain specific topics which are basically the categories of bug reports. The recall curve of the proposed scheme for topic modeling is depicted in figure 4.11 below.
Section 5 compares the results with those of earlier authors and concludes the Paper. It also gives a brief outline of the scope of future work.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

A system is proposed that automatically classifies duplicate bug reports as they arrive thereby saving developer's time. The proposed system uses textual, categorical and contextual features. The contribution of this paper is to extend the feature set used for classification of duplicated bug reports. This is done by augmenting the feature set with the contextual features which relates the bug reports to the domain specific topics. This topic modeling is done by identifying the topics and training a classifier for mapping bug reports to the appropriate topic. Topic modeling using latent Dirichlet allocation is used so a to map a document to certain topics through Dirichlet Distribution. Results are empirically evaluated using R statistical package. A dataset of 10,000 bug reports is analyzed from the Bugzilla project.

The proposed system is able to reduce development cost by filtering out duplicate bug reports. It also give much more precision in case of comparatively small software packages having relatively small number of topics to which a bug report is to be matched. Moreover, there is a high probability of a bug report found duplicate of some other bug report sent previously if they both belong to the same topic, say, for example, two bug reports of android-lollipop which are related with Bluetooth and downloads are more likely to be duplicates of each other.
VI. FUTURE SCOPE

A more accurate bug report triaging system can only be prepared with domain specific knowledge of the software. Such a system cannot achieve substantial recall rate and precision if it is modeled in a generic manner. As a future prospective of the work, more accurate bug report duplicacy checking will be made by inculcating the domain specific words so that the software code segments that results in crashes or failures might be figured out to precisely analyze the duplicacy of the bug reports. One example of this might be: "ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException". This combination of words is a system generated message which is actually specific to the memory overrun error of java programming environment. Another improvement that will be made is to consider the words which are written in abbreviated form or shorthand notation while writing a bug report. These comprise of some words such as like→ilik, this→dis, be→b etc, which are used very often in chat or while writing emails. A considerable extent of bug reports is filled with such words. Mapping such words systematically with their actual forms and reasonably improve the triaging process.
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